
                                                  

Programming for the 21st century 
classrooms 

 
 

Future Classroom Scenario 
Title of the scenario: 

Introducing the future classroom at  Vigernes school 
  
Names of team members: 
Grethe and Torgunn 
Tools and Resources 
What resources, particularly technologies, will be required? 
  

 PC, tablets, Smartboard, camera 
  

 
Targeted grade levels 
What is the minimum and maximum age of students that can be involved with this scenario ?   
  

 Teachers at Vigernes school 

 
 
Learning Objectives, Skills and competencies 
What are the main objectives? 
What skills will the learner develop and demonstrate within the scenario? (e.g. 21st Century Skills). 
  

Share our experiences from FCL. 
Let the teachers get to learn new programs and tools they can use in teaching. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
Learner’s Role  
What sort of activities will the learner be involved in? 



                                                  

  

See a film from our time at FCL. 
Take a Mentimeter test. 
Learn about Tynker. 
 
 
  

 

Future Classroom Scenario Narrative 
Describe in max 10 sentences the main ideas of the scenario. 
  

Create dialogue about the theme of "future classrooms". 
Motivate and share knowledge that we have acquired during our stay at FCL. Allow teachers 
to explore software and see how this can be integrated into teaching. 
Check how often they use software in the classroom. 
 

  

Outcome 
Add the link to the video, drawing, photo collage or any other creative outcome you have created to explain your 
idea behind this learning scenario.  
 

  
 
https://skedsmoskolen-my.sharepoint.com/personal/skvn107_skedsmoskolen_no/_layouts/1
5/guestaccess.aspx?docid=1f69a17fe64fd4112a942de93ed02ea03&authkey=ATTEZKOPAp
oAeNJrSY-ZOpI 
 
  

 

https://skedsmoskolen-my.sharepoint.com/personal/skvn107_skedsmoskolen_no/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?docid=1f69a17fe64fd4112a942de93ed02ea03&authkey=ATTEZKOPApoAeNJrSY-ZOpI
https://skedsmoskolen-my.sharepoint.com/personal/skvn107_skedsmoskolen_no/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?docid=1f69a17fe64fd4112a942de93ed02ea03&authkey=ATTEZKOPApoAeNJrSY-ZOpI
https://skedsmoskolen-my.sharepoint.com/personal/skvn107_skedsmoskolen_no/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?docid=1f69a17fe64fd4112a942de93ed02ea03&authkey=ATTEZKOPApoAeNJrSY-ZOpI

